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7 YEAR OLD 15.3 BAY ROAN $ 18,000

Description

Very attractive and classy moving AQHA 7 year old 15.3 hand bay roan gelding with lots of foundation
bloodlines. Lucky is a very gentle and personable ranch and trail horse. He is very well trained and fun to ride.
Easy one hand neck rein, collects up well and is smooth traveling in all gaits. He has a nice jog and lopes out on
cue, takes his leads, has a great stop, backs soft and side passes with ease to open and close the gates. Lucky
has been used extensively out on the trails and on the ranch for gathering, sorting and doctoring. He is a point
and shoot horse that goes anywhere we ask without hesitation. Very confidant and solid to ride out anywhere. He
crosses the deep river, small creeks, navigates the steep rocky terrain like the seasoned horse he is. He will lead
or follow, ride quietly in a group and is happy in the front or back of the group. He rides out equally as well alone.
Lucky is a rock solid and proven ranch horse. There is nothing too big or too small and when ranch roping there
is nothing he can’t catch. He is handy to work and sort cattle on and moves off leg yields as well. He is ready and
willing to do any job asked and is outstanding in every aspect. He will not get outrun by a cow. Lucky is also
neighborhood proof. Fast passing cars, bikes, barking dogs are of no concern to him including the giant blow up
Christmas lawn ornaments. Lucky is always gentle and stays that way with time off. He would work well for
anyone that has some riding experience that can appreciate a horse of his caliber. We cannot say enough well
about lucky. He is currently the barn favorite and everyone wants to ride him. 100% sound. Sold! Sorry you
missed him. We have others so feel free to give us a call and see if we have a match for you! Happy trails!.

Ad Type: For Sale  Status: Sold

Name: DRIFTIN SEVENS  Gender: Gelding

Age: 7 yrs  Color: Bay Roan

Temperament: 2 (1 - calm; 10 - spirited)  Registered: Yes
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